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ABSTRACT
Spectra of solar microwave bursts often have a steeper slope than expected on the low-frequency side,

manifest a low brightness temperature, and maintain a constant frequency of maximum brightness tem-
perature despite the burstÏs evolution in peak brightness. We used a gyrosynchrotron code tolpeak,model the emission from the Ñare of 1992 July 16, which exhibited these characteristics. We Ðnd that the
Razin e†ectÈthe suppression of radiation from an electron in a medium in which the index of refraction
is less than unityÈaccounts for the shape and evolution of the burst. Using data from the Owens Valley
Solar Array we demonstrate that in a medium with density 2 ] 1011 cm~3 and magnetic Ðeld 300 G,
conditions not uncommon for solar microwave bursts, the gyrosynchrotron spectrum from mildly rela-
tivistic electrons can be suppressed for frequencies up to at least 10 GHz. We can then explain the con-
stancy of the burstÏs low brightness temperature, and the steep low-frequency slope of the spectrumlpeak,using a simple model in which only the density of accelerated electrons varies during the Ñare. Our
model implies values for the density of accelerated and ambient electrons which are in agreement with
those derived from X-ray data for this Ñare.
Subject headings : Sun: Ñares È Sun: particle emission È Sun: radio radiation

1. INTRODUCTION

The motivation to study the Razin e†ect in solar micro-
wave bursts is the difficulty of explaining some well-known
features of microwave continuum spectra. Models of solar
microwave emission due to the mecha-gyrosynchrotron2
nism (e.g., & Marsh fail to account for charac-Dulk 1982)
teristics of some bursts : the steep low-frequency slope of the
burst spectrum, the evolution of the spectrum in time, and
the low brightness temperature before or after the peak.

& Lingenfelter noted some of these featuresRamaty (1967)
in type IV meter to centimeter-wavelength emission, and

Gary, & Hurford calculated their rate ofSta� hli, (1989)
occurrence in a survey of microwave bursts. These earlier
observations, however, were of Ñux or total power spectra,
not the brightness temperature spectra of spatially resolved
sources. Variation in source size could not be ruled out as a
cause of the special features in the spectra.

The Ñare of 1992 July 16 provided a good data set to
investigate the problem. The microwave burst was observed
at the Owens Valley Solar Array (OVRO) (operated by the
California Institute of Technology), a Ðve-element radio
telescope. From the Ñux and imaging data acquired during
the rise and decay phases of the Ñare, we were able to deter-
mine the brightness temperature spectrum between 6 and 16
GHz. We selected spectra from six time samples, three
during the rise phase and three during the decay phase, for
further study Gary, & Kiplinger(Belkora 1995 ; Belkora,

Complementary X-ray data for this event were avail-1996).
able from the instruments on board the Yohkoh spacecraft.

A striking feature of these data is that the frequency of
maximum brightness temperature remains nearly con-lpeakstant (a shift of less than 2 GHz), while the peak brightness

1 Presently at Fermilab, Mail Station 206, P.O. Box 500, Batavia,
IL 60510.

2 We use the terms ““ gyrosynchrotron ÏÏ or ““ gyroresonance emission ÏÏ
for synchrotron radiation at low energy, cD 2 or 3, i.e., between cyclotron
and synchrotron energies.

temperature varies over nearly 2 orders of magnitude. The
model of Dulk & Marsh predicts an increase in aslpeakthe peak brightness temperature increases and shows a
shallower slope on the low-frequency side than observed.
Several authors have commented on the fact that observed
spectra are often in disagreement with the model predic-
tions on these points (see, e.g., et al. andSta� hli 1989 Benka
& Holman In the survey of microwave bursts con-1992).
ducted by et al. only two events, or 4% of theSta� hli (1989),
sample, showed a shift in as large as that expected fromlpeaktheory.

An appealing explanation for the appearance of the
spectra is that a low-frequency cuto† is at work. Figure 1
illustrates how a low-frequency cuto† can produce steep
slopes on the low-frequency side of the turnover and an
apparently constant lpeak.In our analysis we considered whether the Razin e†ect
(e.g., & Syrovatskii & LingenfelterGinzburg 1965 ; Ramaty

might provide the required low-frequency cuto†. The1967)
Razin e†ect is the suppression of radiation in a medium
with index of refraction less than unity. Razin suppression is
not a propagation e†ect ; it is a suppression of emission at
the source, and, as pointed out by it leads toRamaty (1969),
a corresponding reduction in the absorption process. This
means that medium suppression and gyrosynchrotron re-
absorption must be treated consistently in modeling the
emission.

has also considered the role of Razin sup-Klein (1987)
pression in solar microwave sources and Ðnds, as we do,
that it is an important e†ect. Our results di†er on several
points, for example, in the inferred density of ambient and
accelerated electrons. Our analysis is the Ðrst(Belkora 1995)
to demonstrate Razin suppression in brightness tem-
perature spectra using the rise and decay phases of a burst.
Our explanation for the evolution of the spectrum in time is
a key element of our argument for the importance of the
Razin e†ect.

We used a gyrosynchrotron code described by Ramaty,
Schwartz, & Nakajima to model the Ñare emission,(1994)
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FIG. 1.ÈSketch to illustrate how a low-frequency cuto† (dashed line)
can produce an apparently constant peak frequency and steep low-
frequency slope.

taking the Razin e†ect into account. We describe our
observations in numerical modeling in and present° 2, ° 3,
our discussion and conclusions in and°° 4 5.

2. OBSERVATIONS

The Ñare occurred in Active Region 7220, 63 degrees west
of disk center and 10 degrees south. The microwave burst
peaked near 16 :55 UT, following a rise phase of less than 1
minute. The initial decay occurred in about 1 minute also,
but low-level Ñux enhancement persisted for several
minutes. Instruments on the Yohkoh and GOES satellites
observed the Ñare, as well as the Owens Valley Solar Array.
The Ñare had a soft X-ray classiÐcation of M6.8.

2.1. Brightness T emperature Spectra
Data from the Owens Valley Solar Array (see, e.g.,

Read, & Zirin are originally in the form ofHurford, 1984)
correlated phase and amplitude between seven antenna
pairs, and total power is measured independently by two of
the dishes. The observing mode we used yielded visibilities
in both left circular polarization (LCP) and right circular
polarization (RCP) at 45 frequencies between 1.0 and 18.0
GHz. In practice, data above 16.4 GHz rarely survived the
automatic Ñagging of bad data (for bad tracking by the
dishes, or lack of phase lock in the receivers, for example).
The data are calibrated for daily and monthly phase varia-
tions by reference to the calibrator sources.

Before making images from the data we selected a time
period just prior to the Ñare and vector-subtracted the spec-
trum corresponding to this time period from all subsequent
data, which removed the emission spectrum of the under-
lying active region. The subtracted spectrum has very low
amplitude compared to that at the peak of the Ñare, and the
emission to which it corresponds is too complex to map in
the snapshot data ; to image the active region requires a
long-time integration, usually 4 hr or more. However, the
preÑare subtraction is useful to isolate the Ñare spectrum
from the active region spectrum during the times of rela-
tively low level emission. We select the time interval for

preÑare subtraction by examining the time plots at many
di†erent frequencies and Ðnding the latest time before the
Ñare which shows no systematic change in the amplitude.

We selected three time intervals during the rise phase of
the Ñare (A, 16 :54 :53È16 :55 :04 UT; B, 16 :55 :05È16 :55 :16
UT; C, 16 :55 :29È16 :55 :40 UT) and three during the decay
phase (D, 16 :56 :41È16 :56 :52 UT; E, 16 :57 :05È16 :57 :16
UT; F, 17 :00 :05È17 :00 :52 UT) and carried out the
““ clean ÏÏ procedure (see, e.g., & Braun onCornwell 1989)
single-frequency maps for these times. Unfortunately, the
LCP data were largely unusable for further analysis because
of a combination of technical problems and the fact that the
source appears to have been more complex in LCP than in
RCP. On several baselines and at intermittent times the
correlated amplitude values were anomalously low. In some
cases the data from one or more baselines are missing. This
problem does not prevent us from forming images, but it
leads to inadequately sampled Ñux and, hence, misleading
brightness temperature values.

We attempted to ““ clean ÏÏ maps below 6 GHz but found
that the source is complex and substantially overresolved at
the lower frequencies. The comparison of total power with
the correlated amplitude measured on the shortest baseline
is our guide to determining whether or not a source is
overresolved.

Even above 6 GHz, we found that the source was not
resolved at all times and at all frequencies. For this reason
we applied a correction factor to the inferred brightness
temperature of the a†ected data points. We determined the
correction by deconvolving the source size from the
observed source and the interferometer beam. We used the
deconvolved source size to correct for the Ðlling factor of
the source in the beam. (See for a completeBelkora 1995
description of the method.) At the peak of the Ñare, when
the correction was greatest, the correction amounts to an
increase in the inferred brightness temperature by a factor
of 1.6.

is a log-log plot of the brightness temperatureFigure 2
spectra for each of the six time samples. The uncorrected
brightness temperatures are denoted by crosses and the cor-
rected ones by squares. The correction we made for the
Ðlling factor of the source in the beam raised the overall
brightness temperature at the peak of each spectrum but did
not substantially a†ect the shape of the spectra. This fact is
important because we are more concerned with modeling
the shape of the burst spectrum and its evolution in time,
rather than Ðtting each spectrum precisely.

The brightness temperature at the spectral turnover
ranges from about 2 ] 107 K to 5.5 ] 108 K and back
down to about 1 ] 107 K. At the same time, the frequency
of peak emission, varies by less than 2 GHz. Thelpeak,low-frequency slope of the spectrum is not as well deÐned as

because of the small number of points to the left of thelpeakpeak. For spectrum C, the low-frequency slope using the
corrected data is 4.0.

2.2. Difficulty of Explaining the Spectra Using
SimpliÐed T heory

& Marsh explored gyrosynchrotron emis-Dulk (1982)
sion from mildly relativistic electrons with energy in the
range D10 keV to D1 MeV. Electrons with energy in this
range play a role in radio and hard X-ray emission from
solar Ñares. The authors sought approximations to the
theoretical expressions for gyrosynchrotron emission from
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FIG. 2.ÈMicrowave burst spectra from the Ñare of 1992 July 16, together with model Ðts to the data. L eft, rise phase of Ñare ; right, decay phase of Ñare.
The data were corrected for the Ðlling factor of the source in the beam. The corrected points are shown by square symbols.

these particles. For their numerical calculations the authors
used formulae developed for the widely applicable case in
which the index of refraction n is near unity. As noted by the
authors, ignoring deviations of n from unity implies that
Razin suppression is unimportant in the cases they examine.

We use the results of Dulk & Marsh to estimate the shift
in we would expect for the increase in brightness tem-lpeakperature that occurs in our Ñare. Extrapolating the Teffcurve in their Figure 3c, we Ðnd that a peak of 2] 107 KT

bwould occur at a frequency (where is thel/l
B
D 2 l

Bgyrofrequency), while a peak of 6] 108 K would occurT
bnear For higher peak brightness temperaturesl/l

B
D 8.

where their simplifying expressions are valid, a similar
increase in of a factor of 30 would lead to an even largerT

bshift in the peak frequency, as can be seen from the low
slope of the curve. The problem with the simpliÐedTefftheory of gyrosynchrotron emission is immediately appar-
ent because the observed shift in peak frequency for the
burst studied here is less than 2 GHz.

Some low-frequency absorption or cuto† is apparently
needed to explain the observed spectra. As illustrated in the
introduction, a low-frequency cuto† can produce a constant
peak frequency and steep low-frequency slope. In the next
section we investigate the possibility that the cuto† is
provided by Razin suppression. Free-free absorption of
gyrosynchrotron emission plays a role, as well ; the high
ambient density required for Razin suppression means that
some free-free absorption must accompany it. However, our
concern here is to determine to what degree the observed
spectra may be explained by Razin suppression. X-ray data
show that, indeed, the temperature of the Ñare plasma is too
high to allow free-free absorption to account for the low-
frequency cuto† in this particular Ñare.

3. NUMERICAL MODELING

3.1. T he Gyrosynchrotron Code
We used a gyrosynchrotron code described in etRamaty

al. and provided to us by the lead author. The code is(1994)
based on the equations for the gyrosynchrotron emission
and absorption coefficients presented by Ramaty (1969)
(except for the omission of a spurious term; see etRamaty
al. The code treats the case of a distribution of elec-1994).
trons radiating in a cold, collisionless, magnetoactive
plasma. The index of refraction in the plasma depends on
the gyrofrequency as well as the plasma frequency andl

B
l
pfrequency of observation l ; i.e., it is not assumed that the

gyrofrequency is low and that the simpler form of the index
of refraction pertaining to an isotropic(n2\ 1 [ l

p
2/l2)

plasma may be applied. The exact index of refraction used
in the code has two forms corresponding to wave propaga-
tion in the ordinary (]) and extraordinary ([) modes, and
is written as follows, where h is the angle between the mag-
netic Ðeld and the direction of wave propagation :

g
B
2 (h) \ 1 ] 2l

p
2(l

p
2[ l2)

] M^[l4l
B
4 sin4 h ] 4l2l

B
2(l

p
2[ l2)2 cos2 h]1@2

[ 2l2(l
p
2[ l2)[ l2l

B
2 sin2 hN~1 .

The importance of the use of the exact index of refraction
is that when n di†ers from unity the medium a†ects the
generation of radiation as well as its propagation and
absorption, and this is taken into account by the code. The
index of refraction may di†er signiÐcantly from unity in one
or both modes of propagation. We call the suppression of
gyrosynchrotron radiation in a plasma when the index of
refraction is less than unity the Razin e†ect.
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We used Ramaty et al.Ïs code to evaluate the emission
and absorption coefficients, and hence the brightness tem-
perature, resulting from a power-law distribution of elec-
trons with an isotropic pitch angle distribution. We now
brieÑy describe the equations used and the input and output
of the code. The volume emissivity corresponding to a
single electron is obtained by summing the radiation over
some range of harmonics s of the gyrofrequency, where the
range of harmonics that is relevant is determined by the
Lorentz factor c and pitch angle / of the electron as well as
the index of refraction in the ambient medium. The volume
emissivity of a single electron is integrated over the particle
distribution function to obtain the total emissivity g. The
reabsorption of photons by electrons in the magnetic Ðeld is
written in terms of the emissivity by way of the Einstein
coefficients, to give the absorption coefficient i.

The inputs to the code are as follows. To deÐne the
ambient medium one speciÐes a uniform magnetic Ðeld
strength, the cosine of the angle h between the Ðeld and the
line of sight, and the so-called Razin parameter a \ 1.5l

B
/l

p& Lingenfelter The a parameter serves as an(Ramaty 1967).
index for the inÑuence of the medium: Ramaty (1968)
demonstrated with numerical models that the emission is
suppressed when ac\ 1. The density of the electrons in the
ambient medium, which determines the plasma frequency,
is set by a, since the Ðeld strength and hence the gyrofre-
quency is already speciÐed.

To deÐne the electron energy spectrum we specify the
exponent d and normalization factor A of the distribution
function N(E) \ AE~d (MeV~1), as well as the lower and
upper bounds of electron energy and used in theE0 Emaxintegration over the distribution function, which in the
analytic expression is carried out from c\ 1 to O. We also
specify the angular size of the source, which is relevant when
the total Ñux is of interest. Finally, we determine the range
of observation frequencies examined by the code and the
electron energy value at which the computation shifts from
the full gyrosynchrotron formulation to the faster ultrarela-
tivistic formulae of & Syrovatskii (seeGinzburg (1965)

et al.Ramaty 1994).
The outputs include the x- and o-mode emissivities and

absorption coefficients, the x- and o-mode Ñux densities at
Earth, and the degrees of polarization. For our purposes we
combined the emissivities and absorption coefficients and
assumed a Ðxed path length to the source L to calculate the
brightness temperatures in each of the two modes according
to the formula

T
b
\ gl

il

c2
l2kB

(1 [ e~ilL) .

3.2. Modeling the Results
In this section we discuss the inÑuence on the brightness

temperature spectra of each of the input parameters, present
the results for the Ðtting to the spectra, and note the e†ect of
Razin suppression. We also remark on the validity of the
simpliÐed expressions of Dulk & Marsh for the peak bright-
ness temperature and frequency of maximum emission for
our particular Ñare. All of the results we discuss apply to the
x-mode. Results for the o-mode are generally similar, but
with lower intensity. Unfortunately, as noted in we° 2.1,
were not able to make polarization measurements because
of source complexity and other problems in the left circular
sense of polarization (LCP). However, we were able to iden-

tify the mode corresponding to RCP from Marshall Space
Flight Center magnetograms.

We begin by addressing the question of the uniqueness of
the results of our Ðts to the data. We did not formally apply
inverse theory to uncover the best Ðt to the data, but made a
““ Ðrst-order ÏÏ determination of the gyrosynchrotron model
parameters in a space that clearly constituted a global
minimum in the model Ðt to the data.

The gyrosynchrotron model equations depend nonlin-
early on a set of eight parameters. For the determination of
the brightness temperature spectra these are d, the exponent
in the energy distribution function, B, the magnetic Ðeld
strength, h, the angle between the Ðeld and the line of sight,

the low-energy cuto† in the electron energy spectrum,E0, the high-energy cuto†, a, which deÐnes the ambientEmax,density ; (accel), the accelerated particle density, and L ,n
ethe path to the source. The data to be Ðtted consist of seven,

eight, or nine points in the spectrum, depending on the time
sample. The B and C spectra consist of only seven data
points, the A and E spectra of eight, and the D and F
spectra of nine. Formally, then, the problem of Ðtting the
model to the B and C spectra is underdetermined, although
a priori information can be added to the problem, such as
requiring the magnetic Ðeld to lie in the range from 10 to
1000 G, to aid in Ðnding a solution.

We did not attempt an eight-dimensional grid search for
the best Ðt to the data because our goal is to understand the
shapes and evolution of the spectra, not to determine
precise values of the parameters. We conducted a sensitivity
analysis to understand the e†ects of the variables in the
gyrosynchrotron model and used the results of the sensi-
tivity analysis to locate the global minimum to the Ðt.

The sensitivity analysis is an investigation of the hier-
archy of model parameters in terms of their inÑuence and of
the interplay of parameters. A given spectrum may be Ðtted,
for example, with a magnetic Ðeld that is high or low,
depending on the energy distribution function and densities
of energetic and ambient electrons. However, our sensitivity
analysis showed that some combinations of parameters that
would be required to Ðt a feature of the spectrum, such as
the peak frequency, corresponded to very unusual or artiÐ-
cial conditions. Ruling out those solutions is equivalent to
adding a priori covariance in a formal model Ðtting. One
advantage of our heuristic approach is that we did not have
to think up all the possible a priori information ahead of
time.

The evolution of the spectrum in time is a particularly
strong constraint, as we shall see. Many of the alternative
Ðts that we rejected would require two or more param-
eters to o†set each other in just the right way to keep
the peak frequency approximately constant. Such changes
can be considered unlikely on the grounds of inordinate
complexity.

Although the Ðts we derived look very good, as will be
shown later in this section, we caution that the main import
of our modeling is to explain the shape and evolution of the
spectra and to derive an accurate Ðrst-order set of param-
eters, and not to determine precise values of the model
inputs. In keeping with this philosophy, some limitations
were imposed on the range of input parameters to speed the
model Ðtting. For example, we kept the path length to the
source constant at 109 cm and have stayed with a Ðxed
lower bound to the integration in energy. We took the angle
between the magnetic Ðeld and the line of sight to be 60¡
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because the active region was located about 60¡ from disk
center, and it is fair to assume that the dominant com-
ponent of the magnetic Ðeld was radial. These choices a†ect
the details of the emitted spectrum. We have given some
indication of the errors in our Ðts in quoting the results.

3.3. Cartoon Results
To help illustrate the inÑuence of the various parameters

on the shape of the spectrum we give a number of pictorial
demonstrations. In Figures we show the results of3È9
varying the eight free parameters in the gyrosynchrotron
model. In each case the left panel illustrates the behavior of
the free parameter in the presence of strong Razin suppres-
sion (a \ 0.320), and the panel on the right shows the be-
havior when a \ 1, when there is negligible suppression.

shows the e†ect of varying the accelerated parti-Figure 3
cle density, with and without the e†ect of Razin suppres-
sion. All other parameters, such as magnetic Ðeld strength
or the exponent in the energy distribution function, were
kept constant. The accelerated particle density is one of the
four dominant variables a†ecting the gyrosynchrotron spec-
trum, along with the Razin parameter a, the exponent d in
the energy distribution function, and the magnetic Ðeld B.
The Ðgure shows, in the case without Razin suppression,
that the peak brightness temperature ranges from about 108
to about 2 ] 109 K when the accelerated particle density is
increased from 1 cm~3 to 107 cm~3. If Razin suppression
occurs with a \ 0.320, corresponding, in this case, to an
ambient density of 2.6] 1011 cm~3, the change in peak
brightness temperature is from 5 ] 105 K to 2 ] 109 K. The
comparison of the two panels shows clearly the e†ect of
Razin suppression : the low-frequency emission is sup-
pressed, so that resonance structures are not apparent, and,

because of the cuto† on the low-frequency side of the
spectrum, the frequency of maximum emission remains
constant.

shows the e†ect of varying d, the index in theFigure 4
energy distribution function. In the absence of Razin sup-
pression the peak of the curve moves toward higher fre-
quencies and lower peak brightness temperature as the
index is increased from 3 to 7. With Razin suppression the
curves corresponding to lower indices are more a†ected, so
that as d increases, the curve initially moves up. Again,
resonant structures are suppressed along with the low-
frequency emission.

In B is varied from 50 to 450 G. Increasing BFigure 5
shifts the peak of the curve to the right because the har-
monics of the gyrofrequency with high optical depth are
shifted to higher frequencies, but the peak in the spectrum
also shifts down to lower brightness temperature because
the efficiency of the emitting process is reduced. In the
curves with Razin suppression, the peak frequencies are
slightly lower than in the curves without because the low-
frequency side is cut o†.

shows the e†ect of varying the high-energyFigure 6
cuto† in the energetic particle distribution from 0.32 MeV
to 3.2 MeV. As the maximum energy level is increased, the
peak brightness temperature increases slightly, and the
bandwidth of the curve is broadened from the optically thin
side.

shows the minimal e†ect of varying the low-Figure 7
energy cuto†, which in fact was not varied in our modeling.
Electrons with energy below the cuto† contribute to the
thermal background population. In we show thatFigure 7
the minimum energy may range from 0.01 MeV to 0.1 MeV
with no appreciable e†ect on the gyrosynchrotron spectrum

FIG. 3.ÈE†ect on the brightness temperature spectrum of varying the density of accelerated particles from 10 to 107 cm~1. The left panel (a \ 0.320)
shows the e†ect with Razin suppression, and the right panel (a \ 1.0) shows the e†ect without Razin suppression.
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FIG. 4.ÈE†ect on the brightness temperature spectrum of varying the exponent d in the energy distribution function. The range of d shown, from 3 to 7, is
typical for microwave bursts. The left panel shows the e†ect with Razin suppression, and the right panel without.

in the case of strong Razin suppression. In the case of a \ 1,
eliminating the lower energy electrons caused the resonant
structures at low frequency to disappear. This result sug-
gests that the gyrosynchrotron emission between 6 and 16

GHz is not strongly dependent on the electrons with energy
in the range 0.01 MeV to 0.1 MeV.

shows the e†ect of varying the path length to theFigure 8
source. This is a large e†ect, but in practice it is related to

FIG. 5.ÈE†ect on the brightness temperature spectrum of varying the magnetic Ðeld strength B from 50 to 450 G. The left panel shows the e†ect with
Razin suppression, and the right panel without.
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FIG. 6.ÈE†ect on the brightness temperature spectrum of varying the high-energy cuto† in the electron energy distribution. The cuto† ranges from 0.32
MeV to 3.2 MeV. The left panel shows the e†ect with Razin suppression, and the right panel without.

the size of the source and the accelerated particle density.
Although we expect the optical depth to the source to
increase as the source grows during the Ñare, experience
suggests that growth in the source size is accompanied by

an increase in the source density, i.e., the expansion is
homologous and the increased optical depth cannot be dis-
entangled from the increase in particle density without an
independent measurement of the source size along the line

FIG. 7.ÈE†ect on the brightness temperature spectrum of varying the low-energy cuto† in the electron energy distribution. The cuto† was varied from
0.01 MeV to 0.1 MeV with no appreciable e†ect on the spectrum. The left panel shows the e†ect with Razin suppression, and the right panel without.



FIG. 8.ÈE†ect on the brightness temperature spectrum of varying the path length to the source L . The e†ect is signiÐcant, but not distinguishable from
varying the particle density or source size. The path length was kept Ðxed at 109 cm in the modeling. The left panel shows the e†ect with Razin suppression,
and the right panel, without.

FIG. 9.ÈE†ect on the brightness temperature spectrum of varying the viewing angle to the magnetic Ðeld h. The e†ect is pronounced in the presence of
Razin suppression. The viewing angle was not varied in the modeling since we consider it to be Ðxed, to Ðrst order, by the longitude of the source. The left
panel shows the e†ect with Razin suppression, and the right panel, without.
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of sight. We also note that for an increase in path length
from 109 to 1010 cm~3 (and no variation in the accelerated
particle density) the peak frequency shifts to higher fre-
quencies, unlike the behavior we see for an increase in the
accelerated particle density in the case with Razin suppres-
sion, so that a simple expansion of the source without an
increase in the density of energetic particles could not
account for the observed behavior of the brightness tem-
perature spectrum. For simplicity in the modeling, then, we
have attached all of the increase in source size to the
increase in accelerated particle density. We must keep in
mind, however, that the choice of a di†erent path length to
the source would alter the results of our modeling. A path
length smaller than 109 cm, although unlikely based on
typical observations, would mean that milder Razin sup-
pression would be needed to Ðt the data.

shows the e†ect of varying h, the angle betweenFigure 9
the line of sight and the magnetic Ðeld. The e†ect is substan-
tial if the angle is less than 60¡. However, we reiterate that
we did not vary this angle in the modeling and consider the
active region longitude as a good representation of this
parameter.

In we summarize the e†ects in one Ðgure, withFigure 10
arrows showing the direction of evolution of the spectrum
corresponding to an increase in each of the eight param-
eters. The arrows indicate direction only, not relative mag-
nitude of the e†ect. As mentioned earlier, we found that, in
addition to the very pronounced e†ect of Razin suppres-
sion, the most important parameters are the accelerated
particle density and (tied for third place in the hierarchy of
inÑuence) the exponent d and the Ðeld B. The Ðgure shows
that a, h, and N are the parameters capable of shifting the
peak of the curve vertically, when Razin suppression is in

e†ect. (Note that there are two arrows for N, as a reminder
that the e†ect of N varies with the magnitude of this param-
eter.) In the case of a \ 1, with less or no Razin suppression,
no single parameter shifts the curve purely in the vertical
direction.

3.4. Results of the Modeling
lists the best-Ðt parameters to the data, alongTable 1

with errors which are further discussed below. Figure 11
shows the results graphically. The data for the A, B, C, D, E,
and F time samples are overlaid with plots of the best model
Ðts to each curve. Figures and show the evolution12, 13, 14
of the model parameters at the six times during the Ñare.

The errors quoted were determined by varying each
parameter in turn, in a range centered on its best value for
that Ðt. For example, starting with the C time sample best-
Ðt parameters, we varied B and found that values from 320
to 390 G led to acceptable Ðts. This procedure was repeated
for each free parameter. The errors show that the 16.4 GHz
data points did not constrain the bandwidth of the curve
very well. This is expected because of the higher noise and
difficulty of imaging the source at this frequency.

In modeling the data we concentrated on Ðtting the
curves for the A and C time samples, because they rep-
resented extremes in the physical conditions required to
reproduce the observations. For example, the spectrum
with peak brightness temperature near 109 K requires an
accelerated particle density of at least 104 cm~3 ; there does
not seem to be any other way to achieve such high bright-
ness temperature. This is in line with what other researchers
have found ; e.g., found D3 ] 103 cm~3 andKucera (1992)

et al. found D4 ] 106 cm~3. Increasing theWillson (1990)
accelerated particle density beyond a certain point,

FIG. 10.ÈE†ect of the physical parameters in the gyrosynchrotron model. Lines indicate the direction the curve evolves when the variable is increased.
The lines indicate direction only, not relative magnitude of the e†ect. There are two lines for N in the left panel because increasing N can shift the curve both
ways, depending on the value of N.
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TABLE 1

BEST-FIT PARAMETERS

TIME SAMPLE

VARIABLE A B C D E F

N . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.0] 1028 1.5] 1029 3.0] 1030 1.2] 1030 4.5] 1029 3.5] 1028
Error . . . . . . . . ]1.2/[1.0] 1028 ]0.3/[0.2] 1029 ]0.3/[0.9] 1030 ]0.1/[0.2] 1030 ]0.2/[0.5] 1029 ]0.4/[0.5] 1028
n
e
(accel) . . . . . . 5.0 ] 102 1.5] 103 3.0] 104 1.2] 104 4.5] 103 3.5] 102

d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
Error . . . . . . . . ]0.1/[0.1 ]0.1/[0.1 ]0.3/[0.5 ]0.1/[0.2 ]0.1/[0.1 ]0.1/[0.1

B . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350 350 350 350 350 350
Error . . . . . . . . ]10/[40 ]40/[30 ]40/[30 ]20/[30 ]40/[10 ]40/[30

Emax . . . . . . . . . . 0.398 0.631 1.000 0.501 1.000 1.000
Error . . . . . . . . ]0.103/[0.082 ]0.369/[0.130 ]0.995/[0.369 ]0.000/[0.103 ]0.585/[0.206 ]99/[0.206

a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.323 0.323 0.319 0.319 0.312 0.310
Error . . . . . . . . ]0.003/[0.003 ]0.006/[0.007 ]0.008/[0.015 ]0.004/[0.009 ]0.004/[0.004 ]0.005/[0.005

however, does not increase the peak brightness tem-
perature ; a ““ saturation ÏÏ e†ect is seen. Having Ðxed the
accelerated particle density, a turnover frequency of about
10 GHz requires a magnetic Ðeld strength of about 350 G.
The main problem with Ðtting time sample C is to get high
enough brightness temperature and narrow enough band-
width. If a is too high, resonant structures appear, in which
case the bandwidth is very large. In the case of time sample
A, the accelerated particle density must be reduced to Ðt the
low brightness temperature spectrum, but the turnover fre-
quency is then naturally low. The e†ect of Razin suppres-
sion is well demonstrated here, because while the higher T

bcurves might be Ðtted with low Razin suppression if we
allow a large bandwidth, for the lower spectrum lowT

bRazin suppression leads to a low turnover frequency, which

in turn would require a large boost in the magnetic Ðeld
strength.

3.5. Evolution of the Spectrum in the Absence of
Razin Suppression

In the absence of Razin suppression it is difficult both to
Ðt the spectra and to Ðnd Ðts in which the dominant param-
eters (B, N, and d) vary in a credible way from one time
sample to the next. In we show an example of ÐtsFigure 15
to the A and C spectra for the case in which the medium has
no e†ect (a \ 2). For the C spectrum the parameters were
B\ 400 G, cm~3, d \ 4, andn

e
(accel)\ 1.2 ] 103 Emax \

MeV. For the A spectrum, which was much more diffi-3.16
cult to Ðt, the parameters were B\ 700 G, n

e
(accel)\ 1.0

cm~3, d \ 7, and MeV. The C model has] 10~4 Emax \ 1

FIG. 11.ÈOverlay of the data for the A, B, C, D, E, and F times with the model Ðts
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FIG. 12.ÈEvolution in time of the parameters of the model. Continued
in Fig. 13.

too wide a bandwidth on the low-frequency side, but other-
wise is not altogether unsatisfactory ; on the other hand, the
A model does not have the right shape at all. To get the
total emission down to the right level the accelerated parti-

FIG. 13.ÈEvolution in time of the parameters of the model. Continued
in Fig. 14.

FIG. 14.ÈEvolution in time of the parameters of the model. Continued
from Fig. 13.

FIG. 15.ÈExamples of Ðts to the A and C spectra without Razin
suppression.

cle density had to be reduced to extremely low levels
(1.0] 10~4 cm~3) ; then the magnetic Ðeld and the expo-
nent in the energy distribution function were manipulated
to put the optically thin fallo† at approximately the right
frequency. The difficulty of Ðtting the spectra is strong evi-
dence that a low-frequency cuto† is needed, and Razin sup-
pression works very well to explain the shape and evolution
of the spectra.

3.6. V alidity of the Simplifying Expressions of
Dulk and Marsh

We have shown that the e†ect of the medium alters the
shape of the gyrosynchrotron spectra, not only on the low-
frequency side but also in reducing the brightness tem-
perature overall. In this section we check the applicability of
the expressions of Dulk & Marsh when Razin suppression
is at work. The equations to check are

Teff D 2.2] 10910~0.31d(sin h)~0.36~0.06d
A l
l
B

B0.5`0.085d

and

lpeak D 2.72] 103100.27d
] (sin h)0.41`0.03dNL0.32~0.03dB0.68B0.03d .

For h \ 60¡, d \ 4, B\ 325 G, n
e
(accel)\ 1.4 ] 103

cm~3, L \ 109 cm, the expressions of Dulk & Marsh yield a
peak frequency of 0.8 GHz, while, in fact, with Razin sup-
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pression, the gyrosynchrotron model produces a peak
frequency of about 7 GHz. Calculating the e†ective tem-
perature at the peak frequency, the expressions of Dulk &
Marsh give 7.7 ] 108 K, while the same model gives a tem-
perature of D2 ] 107 K. The comparison shows that the
e†ect of the medium is to produce an artiÐcially high turn-
over frequency in the spectrum because the lower fre-
quencies are suppressed.

4. DISCUSSION

We found that Razin suppression can solve the mystery
of constant peak frequency in microwave Ñare spectra. The
most important argument is that Razin suppression can
explain not only an individual spectrum, but also the evolu-
tion in time of the spectra. Without Razin suppression we
would have to vary several parameters (such as the mag-
netic Ðeld strength, the ambient density, and the index in the
electron energy distribution function) in just the right way
to keep the peak frequency constant (or nearly constant)
while the brightness temperature varies over nearly 2 orders
of magnitude. If Razin suppression is present, only the
accelerated particle density is required to vary in order to
change the peak brightness temperature. We do not rule out
variations other than in the accelerated particle density, but
we have shown that it is possible to model the evolution of
the spectra with a simple variation in the accelerated parti-
cle density, once the remaining parameters (Ðeld strength,
ambient density, electron energy distribution, and so forth)
have been chosen appropriately.

The ambient density required in our model (D2 ] 1011
cm~3) is higher than commonly assumed in models of the
microwave emission. The ambient density is generally
thought to lie in the range from 108 to about 3 ] 1010
cm~3, although recently some authors have reported higher
densities. For example, used SXT and BCSDoschek (1994)
data from Yohkoh to infer the temperature and density at
the top of a Ñare loop and found T D 10È20 ] 106 K and

to 1.2 ] 1012 cm~3.n
e
D 3.2] 1011

& Holman also address the steep low-Benka (1992)
frequency slope and constant peak frequency in microwave
burst spectra. They attribute the steep low-frequency slope
to thermal absorption and interpret the constancy of the
peak frequency in terms of a model of electron heating and
acceleration in current sheets. In this model the evolution of
the microwave spectra with constant peak frequency can be
accounted for by a changing electric Ðeld strength, but this
result is so far only qualitative.

One limitation of our modeling is that we did not investi-
gate the emission with a nonisotropic pitch-angle (/) dis-
tribution. Some investigations reported in the literature
show that power is preferentially radiated in the direction
/\ h (h the angle between the magnetic Ðeld line and the
line of sight) and that for large (/[ h) the peak frequency
and slopes of the spectra are a†ected (Tarnstrom 1976).

In future work it would be useful to have polarization
data and to make use of this diagnostic in modeling with
Razin suppression.

In summary, the Ñare scenario implied by our results is
that the microwave emission takes place in a plasma of high
ambient density. The accelerated particle density increases
and decreases along with the peak brightness temperature
during the Ñare, while d and other parameters stay roughly
constant. The accelerated particle density we infer is in line

with that found by several other researchers as noted in
We do not require the accelerated particle density to° 3.4.

be a signiÐcant fraction, more than 1%, of the ambient
density, as required in the models of et al.Kaufmann (1986)
or & Brown The high turnover fre-McClements (1986).
quency in the spectrum is determined by the suppression of
low frequencies known as the Razin e†ect.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the Razin e†ect can account for
both the shape and evolution of a solar microwave burst
spectrum observed at the Owens Valley Solar Array.
Gyrosynchrotron emission up to approximately 10 GHz,
far above the typical plasma frequency, is strongly sup-
pressed, which leads to steep low-frequency slopes and arti-
Ðcially high, and constant, Razin suppression alsolpeak.accounts for the low brightness temperature of the burst
during the early and late stages of the burst.

Our model is appealing because it provides a simple
explanation for the shape and evolution of the spectrum.
Without Razin suppression, several factors (e.g., the mag-
netic Ðeld in the burst region, or the electron energy
distribution) must evolve in just the right way to keep the
constancy of during the evolution of the burst. WithlpeakRazin suppression, we have shown that only the density of
accelerated electrons need vary. Further support for our
model comes from the agreement between the ambient
density and electron spectral index we infer from the micro-
wave and X-ray data (Belkora 1995).

We sought to explain the burst spectrum and evolution
by taking into account the Razin e†ect. We did not conduct
a systematic review of all other possible sources of low-
frequency cuto†. However, we found from analysis of the
X-ray data for this Ñare that free-free absorption cannot
account for the shape of the spectrum. Details of the multi-
spectral analysis can be found in and inBelkora (1995)

et al.Belkora (1996).
and his colleagues investigated the RazinKlein (1987)

e†ect and the role of free-free and self-absorption in micro-
wave sources. Many of our results support his conclusions.
He Ðnds, as we do, that the Razin e†ect creates a steep
low-frequency slope in the burst spectrum when the
ambient density is on the order of 1011 cm~3. Our conclu-
sions di†er from his in that he requires source size l D 107
cm and a density of accelerated particles near 109 cm~3, or
about These di†erences may arise from10~2 ] n

e
(ambient).

KleinÏs interpretation of the millimeter Ñux data from which
he inferred the column density of nonthermal electrons.

Our conclusions are important because they a†ect the
interpretation of solar burst spectra. In particular, we must
use care in using the spectral turnover frequency as an indi-
cation of the magnetic Ðeld strength in the burst region.
Further analysis of the time evolution of brightness tem-
perature spectra, such as can be obtained with the OVRO
Solar Array, are needed. et al. have invoked theSilva (1996)
Razin e†ect in their analysis of the 1994 August 18 Ñare
from a compact loop.
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